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CRITICAL REVIEW
EThnogRAphy of hopE In ExTREmE pLACEs: 
AhREndT’s AgoRA In ConTRoVERsIAL TouRIsm dEsTInATIons
RAmI K. ISAAC AND VINCENt PlAtENKAmP
Centre for Cross-cultural Understanding, NHtV Breda University of Applied Sciences, 
Breda, the Netherlands
In this critical review article, Isaac and Platenkamp present the case that tourism is not isolated from 
the world’s dramatic situations in which humanity is at stake. their argument principally centers on 
the devastating historical and contemporary conflict in Palestine and its relations with tourism. In this 
article, Isaac and Platenkamp maintain that (in relation to current happenings in Palestine) ethical and 
moral argumentation would be beside the point, and might even be a ”cynical” exercise. they sug-
gest that the conflict there is imbued with many kinds of normative argumentation. It is their view 
that positions need to be taken with regard to ”Palestine,” as in all extreme circumstances, where at 
the same time respect for the other positions becomes crucial. In this critical review article, therefore, 
Arendt’s idea of “agora” will be introduced, in order to create a space where these “respectful posi-
tions” can be taken in a public arena and in order to contribute to a possible peaceful development. 
to Isaac and Platenkamp, tourism could enable this sort of “peaceful development” and could pro-
mote or help empower conditions where violence would be excluded, and where different sorts of 
“argumentation” could be generated and heard about these so-called “controversial spaces.” In these 
respects, they maintain that tourism is a challenging field, because it has (itself) many faces—and 
they argue that such scenarios for “tourism” indeed could apply/should be applied for many contro-
versial other spaces like Nepal and Burma (for instance) where (as in Palestine) the original popula-
tion has no say in any economic development, such as that of tourism. But Isaac and Platenkamp 
recognize that (even in Burma) resistance against injustice can never be destroyed. their own princi-
pal focus remains targeted upon Palestine, though. there, tourism is known to have “an incredibly 
high potential,” despite the fact that (in their view) a strong and powerful “Israeli self” indeed con-
trols the “humiliated Palestinian other.” thus, to our two reviewers in the Netherlands, therefore, 
tourism seems to be a communicative activity that might enable the implementation of Arendt’s idea 
of and about “the agora.” Isaac and Platenkamp suggest that there is no violence in the agora, itself, 
because only the force of argumentation rules . . . there. (Editor’s Introduction)
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Introduction
Critical theory became a popular stream of 
thought during the 1930s in a Europe that stumbled 
into a world war. Since the 1930s Critical theory 
also became more pessimistic about the possibili-
ties of creating a more rational and happy society. 
the Frankfurt Institute and its relations tried to 
integrate psychoanalysis more into its theoretical 
background and did—in its American period—
empirical studies on Nazism. “Dialectic of Enlight-
enment” by Horkheimer and Adorno (1947/1969) 
probably became the Institute’s most important 
theoretical source of inspiration. It had been written 
during the Jewish genocide in the war, which prob-
ably has highly influenced its pessimism. After the 
Second World War the critical intention of the 
Critical theory has been further developed by 
Habermas under the circumstances of a welfare 
state in Western Europe through his distinction 
between communicative and strategic action. the 
question is whether this distinction does also apply 
to other, more controversial, areas in the world than 
Western late Capitalism.
In this critical review article, Critical theory will 
be applied in the middle East in more or less post-
modern jacket. Starting point is the communicative 
action within life-worlds (Habermas, 1984) but with-
out his search for consensus. Without Habermas’ 
consensus theory of truth, though, relativism lurks 
at the corner of this critique. In order to go beyond 
such a relativist position Arendt’s “agora” will be 
added. In the agora a pluralist discourse can be 
organized that fits well with the originally norma-
tive rationality of Habermas, but without its pres-
sure to get to a consensus. this normative discourse 
will be elaborated as a mode 3 discourse (Kunneman, 
2005; Platenkamp, 2007; Portegies, de Haan, & 
Platenkamp, 2009), which is related to the earlier 
developed, academic mode 1 and professional, 
mode 2 discourses (Gibbons et al., 1994; Platenkamp, 
2007; tribe, 1997).
According to Gibbons et al. (1994), mode 2 
knowledge emerges from “the context of applica-
tion within its own distinct theoretical structures, 
research methods and modes of practice which may 
not be locatable on the prevailing disciplinary map” 
(p. 168). mode 1 knowledge production remains 
associated with the more traditional disciplina y 
academic research, within university structures. 
mode 3 knowledge production has been added to 
the other two modes because of the exclusion of 
normative and existential questions in this aca-
demic (mode 1) and professional (mode 2) research. 
In this review article, the central focus will be on 
mode 3 knowledge production. mode 3 is con-
nected to the slow questions that try to deal with 
sickness, death, repression, but also with moral vir-
tues, as compassion, inner strengths, or wisdom 
and other sources of existential fulfillments that 
remain crucial for all generations in various places. 
With this theoretical framework an attempt will be 
made to structure the discussion in the middle East, 
particularly in Palestine as in other controversial 
areas and to organize a much needed normative dis-
course in which the repressed voices of all parties 
involved will speak back in an egalitarian manner 
(Bhabha, 1994).
A peace conference was organized in Bethlehem 
in 2007, entitled “Building a Future together: the 
Palestinian-Israeli Impasse,” where different groups 
of Israel and Palestine and various international 
delegations were present. In this conference vari-
ous stories were told from the perspectives of 
oppressed people in Israel and Palestine. the con-
frontational discussions took place in an atmo-
sphere of openness, receptivity, and criticism. Based 
on this conference, the authors’ idea emerged to 
relate Ahrendt’s concept of agora to justice tour-
ism. As can be concluded from the article of Isaac 
and Hodge (2011), on justice tourism, tourists felt 
connected to the situation in Palestine, in such a 
way that they became advocates of a just cause in 
their home countries. On the “agora” tourism could 
play a crucial role to enable this stimulating norma-
tive discourse.
Critical theory and Normative Rationality 
in its Postmodern Aftermath
In many publications (Jay, 1973; Kolakovski, 
1978) Critical theory has been identified as a main 
stream of thought that came into existence in 1923 
in Frankfurt, Germany. Right from the start there 
were many differences between its participants, 
although some crucial themes can be distinguished, 
also in tourism studies (Ateljevic, Pritchard, & 
morgan, 2008). Since the 1930s Critical theory 
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reacted strongly against the analytical–empirical or 
positivistic tradition in social sciences, “traditio-
nelle theorie” as Horkeimer (1972) classified this 
tradition. the objective of this traditional theory 
was the formulation of general, internally consis-
tent principles describing the positive facts of the 
world. General propositions were tested through 
verification or falsification; for Horkheimer the 
distinction between the two was not relevant. In tra-
ditional theory the goal always was pure knowl-
edge, and certainly not action. “Kritische theorie” 
for Horkheimer (1972) was a reaction to this theo-
retical concept. the goal was never pure knowl-
edge, but knowledge as embedded in power relations 
and because of that oriented towards social actions. 
Value free science was criticized for the reason that it 
confirms the existing power relations by abstracting 
from them. Disinterested scientific research, in this 
sense, is impossible in a society that is in need of 
change. Researchers are part of society, and their anal-
yses should be related to the changes of that society.
Since the 1960s Critical theory has been under 
serious attack because of its perceived marxist ide-
ological bias. Its adherence based their ideological 
critique on traditional power relations on what they 
called universal values of emancipation. these val-
ues were related to the interest of oppressed groups 
starting with the labor class via the student move-
ments, feminist, and other groups.
the critique of this position referred to the 
impossibility of the universal character of this 
 critique. Instead of one group representing the uni-
versal resistance against oppression, a plurality of 
perspectives came into its place. Since then, these 
learning processes became a focal point of atten-
tion. In a self-reflexive approach of researchers, the 
critical intention that remained crucial in Critical 
theory was related to a social scientific contribu-
tion to emancipation or the elimination of cruel and 
repressive practices. In normative discussions and 
its learning processes values are presented and con-
fronted in a pluralized context where the “other 
always may be right” (Gadamer, 1990).
Habermas’ distinction between communicative 
and strategic action distanciates him too from the 
marxist way of thinking in the critical tradition. 
much in line with this tradition his theoretical 
framework has been mostly used as a critique on 
late capitalism in Western societies. It remains 
obvious, though, that for example his “colonization 
of the life-worlds by strategic action” can easily be 
applied to the situation in the middle East, as else-
where. In the middle East the coordination mecha-
nisms of communicative action of Israelis and 
Palestinians are pushed aside by effective strategic 
action or economical and political power, but never 
completely. Within their life-worlds, people will 
always create their own realities, repressed or not. 
An example can be found in Cohen (2009), who 
describes the tensions in the French-Jewish immi-
grant to Israel, the main tension being between an 
adaptation of a French intellectual to Israel and an 
adaptation of the tsabar (son of the immigrant) to 
the international, Western intellectual community. 
No word is mentioned, here, about the tensions 
between Israel and Palestine and how Israel and the 
Israeli (immigrants) define themselves in their rela-
tions with the Palestinians. Did the author consider 
these tensions not important enough or is this dis-
cussion too risky? A place, an agora, therefore, is 
needed where people have guarantees to enable 
peaceful discussions from within their life-worlds.
Hannah Arendt in the Public Space: the Agora
two “events” were characteristic during the life 
of Hannah Arendt for her own political position in 
the middle East. During the 1930s Arendt escaped 
from Nazi Germany to Paris and from 1935 on she 
worked for the “Aliah des jeunes,” an organization 
that helped the children from Jewish refugees to 
escape to Palestine. the other “Arendt event” had 
to do with the institution of the state of Israel in 
1948. Arendt turned away from Zionism; she char-
acterized this newly created state as a missed 
opportunity and plead for a multinational state in 
which Palestinians, Jews, and Arabs would be 
treated as equivalent civilians.
through these public events Arendt imple-
mented her own thoughts about political action in a 
convincing and truthful manner. As in the Greek 
“agora” free citizens, not bothered by daily necessi-
ties that are dealt with by their slaves, break out of 
their isolated positions by taking the initiative to 
participate through speech and action to the public 
discourse of the ancient city-state, where human 
plurality dictates the rules (Arendt, 1958, 1996) 
of their communicative actions. In making this 
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appearance in the public, political realm Arendt 
presents herself as a distinct person. She enters a 
web of human interrelationships—like in the Greek 
agora or in the Roman res publica—that supports 
the idea that men make their appearance in the 
human world by the disclosure of themselves as 
active agents in the reality in between people of this 
web. this world becomes human because through 
speech and acts the human animal succeeds in cre-
ating a world that exceeds the daily demands of 
biological survival and the fabricated world of the 
homo faber. this human world has no beginning 
nor ending, and because of its human plurality and 
the distinctive, equivalent positions people have in 
this world, it becomes a world, that is humanitarian 
in a necessary manner for men as a species. Without 
this world human life is threatened by “thoughtless-
ness,” conformism, and the reduction of man as a 
whole to the level of a conditioned and behaving 
animal, by totalitarism (Arendt, 1958).
the two “events” are remarkable in another 
sense as well. Within the context of the web of 
interrelated relationships during the 1930s in Paris 
justice had a different meaning than in the context 
of 1948. Justice has and should have a universal 
meaning, although it has to be translated into differ-
ent webs of relationships. the positions of Arendt 
in both contexts were related to justice as a univer-
sal concept. In the first context, however, she chose 
in favor of Zionism; in the second context she did 
the opposite. the reasons do not need much clarifi-
cation, they become obvious within the subsequent 
contexts where justice remains a constant element 
of judgment. In the first context justice is related to 
the unspeakable position of the Jews during the 
1930s in a hostile Europe; in the second context it 
shifts—for Hannah Arendt—to the injustice, done 
to the Palestinian (and Arab) people through the 
proclamation of the state of Israel. As consequence, 
about three quarters of a million Palestinians were 
forced to leave their homes and some 500 localities 
were destroyed by the Israeli military (Isaac & 
Hodge, 2011).
the example of Hannah Arendt introduces the 
theme of this critical review article. there always is 
a tension between the universal width of a concept 
like justice and the different, also culturally defined 
contexts in which justice delivers a worthwhile 
contribution to the battle a ai st injustice. th  
“right solution” is always open to a (universal) plu-
ral discourse in which many sides are disclosed 
from their isolated position and partake in a public 
discourse. People should be heard in this discourse 
from various, distinctive positions. A precondition, 
therefore, for this type of discourse must be human 
plurality. All relevant positions should be listened 
to and no one should be excluded in advance. In 
this light, the restoration of human plurality in areas 
where it has been pushed aside, like the middle 
East, Burma, Nepal, Kashmir, or former Yugoslavia, 
seems to be a crucial point of attention. But this 
does not imply, as Isaac (2010a) has stipulated, that 
this discourse could not be stimulated in situations 
where this plurality does not exist. It “never alto-
gether loses its potential character . . . where words 
are not empty and deeds not brutal, where words 
are not used to veil intentions but to disclose reali-
ties, and deeds are not used to violate and destroy 
but to establish relations and create new realities” 
(Arendt, 1958, p. 200). In any situation humans 
want to be treated as humans and especially this 
discourse should be able to provide us in the most 
difficult circumstances with hope for a better future 
where plurality will play its important role in a 
more convincing manner.
Not only in extreme places, but more generally 
in professional and academic discourses, this type 
of position in most of the cases has been excluded. 
In this critical review article the authors’ attempt is 
to revive this type of discourse and structure its 
contribution to the other, professional and aca-
demic, discourses through the distinction of a mode 
1, 2, and 3 production of knowledge. the revival of 
this discourse will be pleaded for in the profes-
sional and academic tourism discourses in the 
middle East as elsewhere.
mode 1, 2, and 3 in Controversial Areas
From a historical (Western) perspective globally 
three phases can be distinguished in the production 
of (tourism) knowledge. First of all these three 
phases are based on the relations between aca-
demic, professional, and normative and more phil-
osophical knowledge. these relations have changed 
in character from a predominance of religion, via a 
predominance of science to a more egalitarian rela-
tion between the three reas in this contemporary 
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network society. these changes have direct con-
sequences for the ways normative or existential 
issues, which are at stake in this critical review 
article, are to be discussed.
Premodern Times
In premodern times the basic epistemological 
and ontological assumptions in science and in pro-
fessional disciplines were in essence grounded in 
religious and theological thought. Groups of stu-
dents traveled around Europe to follow famous 
theological debates at mediaeval universities for 
example between nominalists and realists, which 
were understood as the highest events of knowl-
edge production. In professions, like the medical 
ones, the diseases of our body as a microcosmos 
were interpreted as a reflection of the powers of the 
macro-cosmos, understood as religious and supra-
natural forces. the examples are abundant.
Religious and theological thinking was concen-
trated on understanding the supranatural and true 
essence of life and death as it has been written 
down in the Holy Book. All sciences and profes-
sional knowledge had to be in line with this central 
point from above (vertical transcendence) (Fig. 1). 
Normative discussions, too, were part of this same 
vertical transcendence.
Modern Times: Positivism
modern times started with the Renaissance and 
became stronger during the rise of the new natural 
sciences in the 17th century when the famous 
clashes between the new scientists and the religious 
authorities were symptomatic for a new period of 
knowledge production. Gradually religious belief 
was replaced by an enlightened belief in human’s 
own rational capacities (Dijksterhuis, 1986). Dur-
ing the French revolution civilians danced around 
their altar of reason, science itself became a new 
belief at the end of the day that pushed the enchanted 
belief in supranatural powers aside. this new, posi-
tivist sway dominated Western thinking until the 
end of the last century, even afterwards. Normative 
and existential questions, the so-called “slow ques-
tions,” were either pushed aside by scientific expla-
nations or presented as trivial remnants of the past 
(Fig. 2). Science would solve all problems of 
human mankind, including those of life and death.
Hybriditized Network Society
Gibbons et al. (1994) discuss the transformation 
in knowledge production as a global phenomenon. 
Since the end of the 20th century and alongside 
“traditional” modes of knowledge production 
(mode 1 knowledge), a mode 2 knowledge has 
emerged created in a broader, transdisciplinary 
social and economic context of application (Fig. 3). 
It has been called mode 2 knowledge because the 
authors judged the conventional terms such as 
applied science, technological research or research 
development as inadequate. It is a new production 
of knowledge that has a strong influence on the 
dominating image of scientific knowledge that has 
always been interpreted as mode 1. An obvious 
example of mode 2 knowledge productions during 
the 1990s has been a revolutionary contribution to 
Figure 1. Premodern times. Source: Authors’ own.
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the knowledge developments in the applied context 
of Information Communication & technology 
(ICt) by many stakeholders involved. tribe (1997) 
and Portegies et al. (2009) used this distinction in 
the area of tourism studies. Coles, Hall, and Duval 
(2009) describe the distinction as follows: “mode 1 
appears to be the dominant type in higher education 
these days, as ‘the traditional centre for knowledge 
production,’ whereas mode 2 was originally antici-
pated as taking place outside university structures” 
(p. 84).
Mode 3
mode 3 knowledge has been introduced by 
Kunneman (2005) in the awareness that during the 
second phase in both other modes there has been a 
long-term tendency to exclude the “slow ques-
tions,” related to sickness, death, repression but 
also to moral virtues as compassion, inner strength, 
or wisdom and other sources of existential fulfill-
ment that remain crucial for all generations in a 
variety of places. Kunneman calls inter alia for a 
relatively autonomous contribution of the treatment 
of these slow questions to professionalism in gen-
eral. For example, in the reflections of tourism 
developers in Burma, moral questions that are 
related to injustice, human rights, and the everyday 
life of local people are excluded in their context of 
application. As a consequence, original villages 
have been destroyed, local people removed, and 
human rights violated for the sake of tourism devel-
opment. Professionals who abstract from these cir-
cumstances do not consider this moral aspect, but 
focus only on the viability of tourism business.
there are two ways of tourism knowledge 
 production connected in mode 2 in order to find 
adequate solutions for specific, context-related prob-
lems: on the one hand the objectifying knowledge 
of mode 1, and on the other hand the existentially 
and morally laden values that are co-determinant 
for organizing these solutions in mode 3. Knowl-
edge production in mode 3 is related to the influen-
tial character of these values and frames of 
meaningful interpretations of the questions and 
problems in the contexts of application in mode 2. 
In postindustrial societies there are sufficient available 
Figure 2. modern times. Source: Authors’ own.
Figure 3. Hybriditized network society. Source: Authors’ own.
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sources for the transformation of mode 1 knowl-
edge into mode 2. this is not so much the case with 
mode 3. Economical and political power constella-
tions (strategic action), but also dogmatically 
defended frames of interpretation, constitute obsta-
cles to the necessary development of the learning 
processes in this mode. therefore, it becomes the 
more important to stimulate a relative autonomous 
development of mode 3 that supports more ade-
quate interventions in tourism professional prac-
tices. Characteristics for the argumentation structure 
for mode 3 is that consensus between positions can 
be, but does not need to be, reached. Dissensus is as 
possible as consensus and incommensurability—
the logical disconnectedness of different posi-
tions—is a necessary condition in this mode.
In a hybriditized network society, consensus is 
not the necessary outcome of a discussion between 
various “transcendent” values and perspectives. 
this causes the difference with the communicative 
action as intended by Habermas (1984). Values 
need not be but can be incommensurable; they can-
not be deduced from a common logical ground. 
One has to live with the differences, where there is 
no escape from them. In mode 3 discussions, these 
differences are included by understanding them 
through a plurality of perspectives.
the vertical transcendent of premodern times 
has, therefore, been replaced by a horizontal tran-
scendent orientation in which there is no absolute 
last point, but openness, receptivity, and criticism. 
Consensus is possible but dissensus needs to be 
accepted as a fundamental possibility. In contrast to 
modern times where moral and existential ques-
tions were answered by rational explanations of 
sciences, but to the dissatisfaction of many, value-
laden and existential discussions have been reinte-
grated into the academic and professional debates.
When hegemonic relations between Israel and 
Palestine still reign in their power relations, a mode 
3 orientation introduces a necessary value-laden 
discussion on various topics that are produced 
because of these relations. these discussions have 
a more philosophical dimension because they are 
attached to the slow questions of life and death. 
Where the philosophical confrontation of positions 
may take place in mode 3, the empirical investiga-
tion into the backgrounds of these positions, 
inspired as they are by mode 3, takes place in mod  
1 or 2. looking back or speaking back only 
can take place in the evocation of a “third space” 
(Bhabha, 1994) beyond class, gender, race, and 
nationality. In mode 3 discussions communicative 
action becomes a “garden where the marginal can 
speak” from perspectives that include transcendent 
values and assumptions that create a plural dis-
course. Values are an important source of identifi-
cation as well. Going to the by-pass roads (Selwyn, 
2001) in Palestinian territory with a Palestinian 
guide from the Alternative tourism Group (AtG) 
makes you a responsible traveler (Isaac, 2009, 
2010a). At the same time the power relation of all 
these different markets with slow questions on pov-
erty, frustrated wishes, and death might also cause 
a plurality of reactions from hosts and guests in the 
same transcendence that will be better off if it was 
open and horizontal. the AtG, established in 1995, 
is a Palestinian NGO specializing in tourism, which 
presents a critical look at the culture, history, and 
politics of Palestine and its complex relationship 
with Israel.
the Israeli–Palestinian conflict is imbued with 
normative and philosophical argumentation. Posi-
tions need to be taken here, and in particular respect 
for the other becomes crucial. In a human world 
where human plurality dictates the rules and people 
occupy distinctive, equivalent positions, Arendt’s 
agora (1958) could contribute to a mode 3 dis-
course that supports the communicative action from 
within the life-worlds of Israeli and Palestinians. this 
communicative action, also in its postmodern jacket 
without consensus, is so much needed in order to 
contest the hegemony of strategic actions (Habermas, 
1984) and its colonizing influences on the life-worlds 
of Palestine and Israel as in other situations where are 
the arguments of brutal power prevails.
Israeli Self Versus Palestinian Other: 
Colonization of the life-Worlds
Palestine has been fragmented into three differ-
ent sectors: Gaza, the West Bank, and Jerusalem. 
Due to the Israeli occupation, a viable tourism sec-
tor is becoming less and less likely. Despite all 
agreements with Israel, many areas of life are still 
under Israeli control. Israel controls all access to 
Palestine (land, air, and sea borders), most of the 
Pal stinian water re ourcesm and all movements of 
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people and goods from, to and within Palestine 
(AtG, 2008). these facts have significant impacts 
on the development of tourism in Palestine and the 
dissemination of information to tourists. Jerusalem, 
the heart of tourism in the region, has been illegally 
annexed to Israel, filled with illegal settlements, 
besieged, surrounded by checkpoints, and encircled 
by the Separation Wall (Isaac, 2009; Isaac & 
Ashworth, 2012), all of which has resulted in the 
city’s isolation from its social and geographical 
surroundings (Isaac, 2010b).
Mobility and Movement Restrictions 
as a Colonization of Local Life-Worlds
In the West Bank, closure is implemented through 
an agglomeration of policies, practices, and physi-
cal impediments that have fragmented the territory 
into ever smaller and more disconnected cantons 
(World Bank, 2007). While physical impediments 
are the visible manifestations of closure, the means 
of curtailing Palestinian movement and access are 
actually far more complex and are based on a set of 
administrative practices and permit policies that 
limit the freedom of Palestinians to move home, 
obtain work, invest in business, expand or/and con-
struct properties, and move about outside of their 
municipal jurisdiction. these administrative restric-
tions, rooted in military order associated with the 
Israeli occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza 
Strip, are used to restrict Palestinian access to large 
segments of the West Bank including all areas 
within the municipal boundaries of settlements, the 
“seam zone,” the Jordan Valley, East Jerusalem, 
restricted roads, and other “closed” areas. Estimates 
of the total restricted areas are difficult to come by, 
but it appears to be in excess of 50% of the land of 
the West Bank (World Bank, 2007).
Since 1995 the Palestinians have been locked 
into 70 tiny enclaves comprising only 42% of the 
West Bank. they are encircled by more than 500 
checkpoints and other obstacles to movement, and 
isolated from one another by the settlements, 
Israeli-only highways, and now the Separation 
Wall (Amnesty International, 1999, 2004; B’tselem, 
2002; Halper, 2005).
According to Halper (2008) uses the term 
“matrix of Control” to describe this state of affairs:
this strategy was strikingly similar in concept to 
the East Asian gave of “Go.” Unlike chess, where 
two opponents try to “defeat” each other by elimi-
nating one another’s pieces, the aim of “Go” is not 
actually defeat but rather to immobilize your 
opponent by taking control of key points on the 
game board, which is, indeed, a matrix. It was a 
strategy used effectively in Vietnam, where small 
forces of Viet Cong were able to pin down and 
virtually paralyze half a million American soldiers 
possessing overwhelming firepower. Israel’s 
matrix of Control accomplishes the same with the 
Palestinians. (p. 152)
the multiplication of controls and roadblocks, 
“flying” checkpoints within the Palestinian terri-
tories have played a major role in this systematic 
policy for humiliation that has indeed gone beyond 
the requirement of  “security” for the state of Israel 
(moïsi, 2009).
The Separation Wall
the construction of the Wall began in June 2002. 
the Wall erases agricultural fields and houses 
within a massive 65-yard swathe extending more 
than 450 miles—five times longer than the Berlin 
Wall. thirty-eight villages and towns find them-
selves completely separated from their agricultural 
lands, unable to farm them. the parts of the Wall 
that are technically a see-through “fence” include 
sensors, trenches, security roads, mine fields, 
checkpoints, terminals, watchtowers, surveillance 
cameras, electronic sensory devices, and military 
patrols, certainly as dreadful a barrier to movement 
as any Wall. Some 50,000 Palestinians are trapped 
between the border and the Wall, facing alienation 
and impoverishment from their land and water, and 
ultimate transfer (United Nations, 2005). Defenders 
of the Wall note that 5% of it consists of solid con-
crete walls. this is accurate; however, they are 26 
feet high—more than twice the height of the Berlin 
Wall—and they surround all the Palestinian cities, 
towns, and neighborhoods along their complicated 
route (Halper, 2008).
the Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem have 
been isolated from the wider West Bank society, 
55,000 of them confined in neighborhoods com-
pletely encircled by the walls, forced to use slow, 
humiliating, and distant “terminals” to go to school, 
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go to work, go shopping, or simply visit friends and 
relatives. On the other side of the Wall, more than 2 
million Palestinians have been enclosed within the 
West Bank “cantons” (Halper, 2008).
As Carter (2002) states “the system of apartheid, 
with two people, occupying the same land, but 
completely separated from each other, with Israelis 
totally dominate and suppressing violence by 
depriving Palestinians of their basic human rights. 
this is the policy now being followed” (p. 215).
Jerusalem
Demography dictates all Israeli policy in Jeru-
salem as elsewhere. the priority in East Jerusalem 
(where some 220,000 Palestinians reside) at very 
minimum is to maintain the demographic balance 
existing in 1967; 28% Palestinians to 72% Jews. 
All governments’ policies have been formulated 
with the following objectives. First, to assure a 
Jewish majority; secondly, to prevent contiguity 
between Palestinians of East Jerusalem and those in 
the West Bank; and finally, to reduce, at all costs, 
the number of Palestinians living in the city. to 
these ends, the municipality of Jerusalem uses 
thousands of tricks (such as zoning plans), so that 
Palestinians are unable to make use of their land 
(AtG, 2008). It is indeed true what human rights 
organizations have long accused Israel of  “judaiz-
ing” occupied East Jerusalem by making it impos-
sible for Palestinians to get building permits in 
spite of a constant housing shortage. At the same 
time, the Jerusalem municipality has actively 
encouraged the illegal settlement of Israeli settlers 
in the area while carrying out a wave of home 
demolitions that have left hundreds of Palestinians 
homeless (Frykberg, 2011).
Recently, the Israeli Interior ministry regula-
tions provided for the abrogation of the rights of 
Palestinian residents of Jerusalem who move 
away from the city for a period of more than 7 
years, whereas citizen of Israel can leave the 
country for any length of time, and their citizen-
ship and all their rights are theirs in time without 
end (Frykberg. 2011). 
A complex system involving the partisan use 
of planning and zoning mechanisms, land expro-
priation and house demolitions, combined with 
bureaucratic policies of revoking Palestinians’ 
Jerusalem’s residency for a myriad of reasons, 
ensures the “Jewish character” of the city. For 
example, in Jerusalem, Amir Cheshin, the Advisor 
on Arab Affairs for the Jerusalem municipal- 
ity under teddy Kollek, for a time, under Ehud 
Olmert, states:
Israel turned urban planning into a tool of the gov-
ernment to be used to help prevent the expansion 
of the city’s non-Jewish population. It was a ruth-
less policy, if only for the fact that the needs (to 
say nothing of the rights) of Palestinian residents 
were ignored. Israel saw the adoption of strict zon-
ing plans as a way of limiting the number of new 
homes built in Arab neighbourhoods, and thereby 
ensuring that the Arab percentage of the city’s 
population—28% in 1967—did not grow beyond 
this level. Allowing “too many” new homes in 
Arab neighbourhood would mean ‘too many’ 
Arab residents in the city. the idea was to move as 
many Jews as possible into East Jerusalem, and 
move as many Arabs as possible out of the city 
entirely. Israeli housing policy in East Jerusalem 
was all about this numbers game. (Cheshin, Bill, 
& Avi, 1999, pp. 31–32) 
this is the policy now being followed.
Here too, the Israeli self obviously overrules the 
Palestinian other with—again—severe consequences 
for the life-worlds of all the people involved.
tourism is a challenging field here, because it 
has many faces. In Palestine tourism is known to 
have an incredibly high potential, but a strong and 
powerful “Israeli self” controls the “humiliated 
Palestinian other.” Humiliation is a strong senti-
ment in this regime as has been explained by moïsi 
(2009). If hope is confidence, humiliation is impo-
tence, an emotion that stems above all from the 
feeling that you are no longer in control of your 
life, either collectively, as a people, a nation, or 
individually as a single person. Humiliation and 
also inequality increase when you are convinced 
that the Other has interfered, or impose the private 
realm of your own life and made you totally depen-
dent. Humiliation summarizes a sense of disposses-
sion toward the present and even toward the future, 
a future in which your political, economic, and 
social conditions are dictated by the Other. An 
example of this humiliation is identified through 
the experience of people who live in a particular 
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place; Palestinians living under the security 
regime of Israeli military control. In particular, by 
taking a view of the daily life of a society having 
to cross a military checkpoint we may better 
understand some of the processes and issues at 
stake in tangible and human terms. this inequality 
and humiliation reinforces the instinct of competi-
tion. It gives energy, sharpen and stimulate the 
appetite. But this presupposes the existence of a 
real window of hope. As Hammami (2004) stated, 
these inequality and humiliation at checkpoints 
and military controls, forces of survival and 
human agency under security regimes can only be 
comprehended as threats. However, they are not 
capable of destroying the resources of hope that 
could be galvanized in processes of restorative 
justice and ultimately in the unmaking of inequal-
ity (p. 1). more than this, the crossing of border 
through checkpoints creates a focal point for these 
resources of hope. the humiliating relation 
between the Israeli Self and the Palestinian Other 
has its tremendous effects on the daily life in 
Palestinian tourism. these effects encapsulate in 
this context that tourism became a political tool in 
the supremacy and domination of the Israeli estab-
lishment over land, and people (Isaac, 2010b; 
Selwyn, 1996, 2001, 2010) and an instrument for 
preventing the Palestinians from enjoying the ben-
efits and the fruits of cultural and human interac-
tion on which tourism thrives.
to recapitulate, the three (although there are 
many more) distinguished themes of this section all 
refer to the fact that a dominating Israeli self is col-
onizing the Palestinian life-worlds. there are sys-
tematic patterns of political repression that have 
invaded the everyday life of Palestinians and the 
Israeli in such as way that communicative coordi-
nation from within their life-worlds has been made 
impossible to an important degree. Of course, no 
one is controlled completely in their life-worlds. 
therefore, the question here is what opportunities 
there are that may restore the necessary coordina-
tion mechanisms from within the Palestinian and 
the Israeli life-worlds. According to Habermas, 
these mechanisms are related to egalitarian com-
municative actions of groups of people who do not 
meet any serious power obstacle in their life-worlds 
discussions.
Communicative Action in the Agora Versus 
the Colonization of the life-Worlds
Palestinians and Israeli life-worlds are being 
colonized by the strategic actions of the state of 
Israel. the checkpoints, scattered around the 
Palestinian landscape, are symbolic for the over-
whelming control by Israel of the Palestinian life-
worlds. the systemic violence that colonizes these 
life-worlds reduces the perceived reality for all par-
ties involved, also the Israeli. this goes for the 
analyses in mode 1 and 2, but more particularly it 
becomes painful in mode 3. In their existential and 
normative reflections people should always be able 
to construct their basic points of view in a free and 
open dialogue. No reduction of what can be said 
should be possible in this arena. through this dia-
logue in the spirit of a universal discourse 
(Habermas, 1984) hope can emerge at any time and 
at any place.
the crucial contribution of a normative discourse 
within the context of this conflict could be the 
respectful deconstruction of this powerful relation 
between an Israeli Self and a Palestinian Other. 
Departing from the humiliation of the Palestinians 
by the Israeli and their rightful claim to return to 
their “original homes” on the one hand, and the suf-
fering of the Jews in the past and their concomitant, 
rightful claim for a territory on the other, one enters 
the “place of bother” as explained by Kunneman 
(2005). Sides have been taken according to the 
interpretations of many. It is only reasonably to say 
that Israelis themselves have encouraged the sense 
of humiliation in the Arab–Islamic world. By con-
tinuing to expand their settlements in the West 
Bank in spite of the promise made to Palestinians 
and to the international community, Israelis have 
illustrated their careless attitude towards the 
Palestinian sensitivity.
tourism is one of the relevant activity in which 
these humiliations could be brought into perspec-
tive. moïsi (2009) argues that both the US and 
Europe have been dominated by fears of the 
“Other” and of their loss of a national identity and 
purpose. Fear, the identity crises that confront the 
world, may be summarized by the concept of fear 
in the West. Instead of being united by their fears, 
the twin pillars of the West are more often divided 
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by them—or rather, by bitter debates over how best 
to confront or transcend them. For muslims and 
Arabs, the combination of historical grievances, 
exclusion from the economic boom of globaliza-
tion and civil and religious conflicts extending 
from their homelands to the Arabic and muslim 
diaspora has created a culture of humiliation that is 
quickly devolving into a culture of hatred. 
meanwhile, Asia has been able to concentrate on 
building a better future and seizing the economic 
initiative from the American-dominated West and 
so creating a new culture of hope.
thus, a much-needed platform could be devel-
oped via tourism activity in the middle East in 
order to create this little bit of hope. Giddens (1991) 
introduces his “life politics,” by which he meant the 
“individual attempt to reposition oneself culturally 
in the context of one’s own life and in this way try 
to make a difference to ones immediate environ-
ment and also more broadly in the political realm” 
(Butcher, 2009, p. 251). And especially in the con-
temporary world of consumption there is a world of 
choice and freedom “where one can break free of 
traditional collective identities” (Butcher, 2009, p. 
252). In this situation in Palestine, this world can 
generate changes in political terms in a way “dis-
credited political institutions are unable to.” 
tourism, of course, is such a world. In extreme cir-
cumstances this idea might be a welcome way to 
apply tourism knowledge and skills in order to 
relate the industry to a normative discourse.
A tourism platform, where the morality of posi-
tions taken in policy, planning, development, and 
management are being interrogated, still is not the 
right concept. It suggests a meeting place where 
decisions are made. that is not the intention of this 
normative discourse combined with a tourism 
package. A better concept seems to be the “agora” 
or public space in an ancient Greek “polis” in the 
way Arendt (1958) refers to it. tourists come here 
from all over the world to see the landmarks in the 
holy places of Palestine. A holiday really can 
become a “holy day” again if this agora, for exam-
ple in the centre of Bethlehem, becomes a public 
space where free citizens from various places of the 
middle East present themselves. the organization 
of such a public place would be a tourism opportu-
nity. For example, the Alternative tourism Group 
in Palestine could take the responsibility of orga-
nizing the “agora” because of the familiarity with 
groups of tourists that would be interested in this 
kind of activity. the content of the public discus-
sions and themes could be related to a mode 3 type 
of normative and existential discourse in which 
people take sides with reference to the actual politi-
cal situation. the agora could be situated in the 
manger Square in Bethlehem, at the Peace Centre 
Building opposite to the Nativity Church. the 
agora is a free place where violence is forbidden 
and only words have value. Only those are wel-
come who respect the egalitarian positions that 
people hold.
It is a place that Habermas might call a room for 
communicative actions in the light of a universal 
discourse. tourism can play an important role here, 
because it would enable people to escape from their 
daily routines and to participate in activities that 
matter during their “holy days.” tourists during 
their holiday in Palestine feel connected to the 
Palestinian–Israeli conflict and its normative obsta-
cles. this time ethical tourism is not about small-
scale projects in which morally enlightened and 
virtuous individuals can triumph in their isolated 
circles, opposed to mass tourism. Here, the political 
dimension is present in the whole project in such a 
manner that hope will never disappear and humili-
ation can be attacked through communicative 
actions instead of violence. At the same time, the 
cynical world of power and the colonization of life-
worlds turns on. But if tourism can contribute to 
create places of hope where people take sides with-
out being frightened, it can make a difference in the 
public space, so cherished by Arendt.
Conclusion
In the tradition of the Critical theory, normative 
rationality has been preserved, though in a marxist 
context. In a postmodern context, a mode 3 dis-
course could replace this rationality in a more plu-
ralist manner, so that differences in opinion can be 
confronted but also tolerated when consensus 
seems impossible. Arendt’s agora perfectly suits 
this mode 3 discourse where sides are taken and the 
power of the argument counts instead of the argu-
ment of power. In the agora a polyphonic dialogue 
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(Clifford, 1988) about normative and existential 
topics can be organized in places of bother like 
walled Bethlehem. No controversial issues are 
avoided in such a dialogue, but only with the power 
of the argument. the only alternative for power still 
seems to be language, dialogue, argumentation in 
mutual respect. Communicative action cannot be 
destroyed, but it can be stimulated. the agora 
seems to be a possible answer to this need of sig-
nificant, meaningful communication.
In places of bother, originated by scars from the 
past, repressed voices of all parties involved can be 
awakened through communicative action. through 
this communicative action organized in the “agora,” 
repressed voices strengthen themselves against the 
all pervasive power and control of the political sys-
tem and its systemic violence.
In Palestine, tourism is known to have an extraor-
dinarily high potential, but a strong and powerful 
Israeli “self” controls the humiliated Palestinian 
“other.” therefore, tourism has been challenged in 
this critical review article as an activity that will 
enable the implementation of this normative dis-
cussion at the “agora.”
As David Grossman says (cited in Cohen, 2009) 
“we have dozens of atomic bombs, tanks and 
planes. We confront people possessing none of 
these arms. And yet, in our minds, we remain vic-
tims. this inability to perceive ourselves in relation 
to others is our principle weaknesses” (p. 7).
One might argue that this normative discussion 
on the agora only makes sense when systemic vio-
lence has disappeared. However, this victimized 
perception, in fact, could change because of the 
new hope, created by a humanized, normative dis-
course. And hope is exactly what is needed to over-
come daily humiliations that characterize relations 
between selves and others in terrorized areas. What 
goes for Palestine is valuable for any situation in 
the past, the present, or the future, where the opin-
ions, convictions, and beliefs of people in their life-
worlds are terrorized, but never can and will be 
extinguished.
For tourism—and, in particular, for inquiry into 
open-to-the-future possibilities in tourism studies 
research—we maintain that attention should indeed 
be paid in controversial areas as to how tourism 
could in fact offer opportunities which decidedly 
create hope in situations of apparent “sustained/
longstanding despair.” Such an orientation to tour-
ism thus requires a rather different or fresh focus—
that is, away from one where tourism is viewed 
only as an activity/site/place of relaxation and 
exotic pleasure. It is our view that tourism is inher-
ently substantively embedded within society. 
therefore, the tourism research community might 
also aim (should also aim?) to take sides in debates 
and discussions that reach well beyond held tradi-
tional discourse about the role and function of 
“tourism,” itself. the agora—Arendt’s agora—
seems to be a relevant approach to enable this new 
aim in the tourism community, which we may also 
call the “moral” responsibility for advancing an 
agenda of critical research in controversial areas 
such as Palestine. this normative discourse 
could contribute essentially to a place in this 
controversial region, where the domination of 
violence is replaced by the force of argumenta-
tion. Justice tourism might be an attractive vehi-
cle for this contribution.
Glossary
Agora: Ahrendt introduces the agora as a public 
space, comparable to the forum Romanum, 
which people present themselves as individuals 
with independent opinions. In this way, a plural-
ized discussion comes into being that creates the 
opportunity for individuals to present themselves 
as human beings and escape the thoughtlessness 
that dehumanizes our species.
Colonization of life-worlds: Normally speaking, 
actions of people in their life-worlds are coordi-
nated by mutual communication. When this 
coordination mechanism is being replaced by the 
efficiency and affectivity of political or eco-
nomic systems, this is called colonization of 
life-worlds.
Communicative action: Action based on commu-
nication that predominates in people’s life-worlds.
Critical Theory: theory as a function of social 
life, but defend at the same time the autonomy of 
theory. It means three things at least: 1) a his-
torical perspective on developments and contra-
dictions in society but at the same time an 
independent position towards any doctrine, 
including marxism; 2) the insaneness (cf. 
F omm, 1955) of society and the need for 
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a radical change in the light of a struggle for 
emancipation; 3) the analysis of existing society 
itself is part of that society, which implies the 
need for self-reflection.
Incommensurability: Positions that cannot logical 
be compared
mode 1: traditional academic knowledge production.
mode 2: It is a knowledge production outside the 
university structure in a context of application. 
Different stakeholders invest their interests in 
mostly project based research.
mode 3: A relative autonomous area of philosophi-
cal, normative argumentation. In Critical theory 
it has been dealt with through normative ratio-
nality. In a hybriditized network society, it 
needed an adaptation to the urge of upcoming 
relativism.
normative rationality: Introduced by Critical 
theorist as a second form of in addition to the 
instrumental rationality of the positivist tradi-
tion. Originally, it found its basis on the scien-
tific truth claims of the marxist historical analysis 
of the process of emancipation.
strategic action: the coordination mechanisms by 
the efficient and effective power mechanisms of 
economy and politics that becomes independent 
of the communicative interaction of individuals.
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